DIRECTIONS FOR MAKING A BUNNY PUPPET

1. Choose each of the following pieces: 1 foam strip, 1 red felt square, 2 felt pink squares, 2 googly eyes, 1 white felt square, and 1 paper rectangle
2. Staple the foam to make a loop (this should fit around your middle and pointer fingers)
3. Cut a small circle from the red felt square and glue on to make a nose
4. Cut circles from the pink felt squares and glue next to red nose to make the cheeks
5. Glue the two Googly eyes above pink cheeks
6. Cut a circle from the white felt square and glue on to make a tail (glue across the seam)
7. Cut two smaller rectangles from the paper and glue below the nose to make teeth
8. Now you have a bunny puppet!